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The central premise of this article is that the republican theory of freedom (or republicanism) provides new insight into the importance of access to housing in protecting liberty, most notably in contexts where the state regulates public property, such as in Canada and the United States. The republican theory of freedom defines liberty as non-domination, meaning the absence of others’ power to interfere with an individual’s life and actions. This article argues that we develop a more well-rounded grasp of the value of access to housing by understanding its role in protecting individuals against domination.

This article concludes by setting out the four concrete ways that housing reduces domination and safeguards individual freedom in contexts where the state regulates public property. By combining the respective insights of positive liberty, negative liberty, and republican liberty, this article ultimately provides a more robust understanding of the importance of housing in protecting freedom.

Dans cet article, l’auteur soutient que notre compréhension actuelle de la relation entre l’accès au logement et la liberté est limitée. Il affine que les décisions judiciaires et la théorie actuelle du droit s’intéressent avant tout à la relation entre le logement et les deux célèbres conceptions de la liberté formulées par Isaiah Berlin : la liberté positive et la liberté négative. La notion de liberté positive présente la liberté comme la maîtrise de son sort, tandis que la liberté négative décrit la liberté comme l’absence d’ingérences. La proposition centrale de cet article est que la théorie républicaine de la liberté (ou républicanisme) jette une lumière nouvelle sur l’importance de l’accès au logement pour la protection de la liberté. La théorie républicaine de la liberté la définit comme la non-domination, c’est-à-dire l’absence de pouvoirs externes d’entraver la vie et les actes de quelqu’un. L’argument fondamental de l’article est que le républicanisme corrige certaines lacunes des théories qui étudient l’importance de l’accès au logement du seul point de vue de la liberté négative et de la liberté positive. Nous parvenons à une compréhension plus solide de l’importance du logement en percevant son rôle de protection des personnes contre la domination. Après avoir examiné la prévalence croissante des règles applicables à la propriété commune et la manière dont l’accès au logement détermine l’influence de ces règles sur la vie d’une personne, l’auteur conclut l’article en présentant les quatre manières concrètes dont le logement réduit la domination et protège ainsi la liberté individuelle.
I. INTRODUCTION

When we think about access to housing, we understand its fundamental role in protecting a range of basic values and interests. Housing provides physical protection from the elements and from unwanted intrusions by others.\(^1\) Within the walls of a house or apartment, people benefit from an important degree of privacy that they lack in public places.\(^2\) An individual’s personhood and identity are deeply tied to their home.\(^3\) The home is frequently the centre of family life, personal growth and development, and it often anchors a person’s most cherished and painful memories.\(^4\)

It is therefore no surprise that scholars and courts often remark that housing fosters dignity, autonomy, liberty, and human flourishing.\(^5\) Housing affords one of the highest expectations of privacy in law.\(^6\) Consequently, police officers must obtain warrants to conduct a search within a dwelling house.\(^7\) Those who have a private property right possess the power to exclude others and have trespassers removed, endowing individuals with a sphere of liberty where they can live free from unwanted intrusions by others.\(^8\)

This article focuses on the connection between access to housing and one value in particular: freedom (or liberty—the terms are used interchangeably). It contends that much of our understanding of how access to housing protects individual liberty is rooted in the classic distinction between positive and negative freedom famously advanced by Isaiah Berlin.\(^9\) According to that distinction, positive freedom is associated with the notion of self-mastery and rational self-determination.\(^10\) The positive conception of liberty is
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3 Margaret Jane Radin, “Property and Personhood” (1982) 34 Stan L Rev 957 at 967. In this article, the term “home” is used to connote a permanent form of shelter over which an individual has a private property right. This includes, but is not limited to, a house, apartment, dorm room, and mobile home.
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often tied to deeper questions about government’s role and duties to maximize opportunities and promote self-actualization. Negative freedom, on the other hand, construes liberty as the absence of interference by others. The negative conception of liberty is reflected in the constitutional law of Western democracies, as constitutional rights predominantly afford protection against interferences by the state.

This article argues that our current comprehension of the relationship between freedom and access to housing is incomplete. This article’s central premise is that we attain a more robust and well-rounded understanding of the connection between housing and freedom by also appealing to a third conception of liberty: republicanism (or the republican theory of freedom). While negative freedom implies non-interference and positive freedom connotes self-mastery, republicanism construes freedom as non-domination. Non-domination means that others lack a power or possibility to interfere with an individual’s life, actions, and purposes. By uniting the respective insights of positive liberty, negative liberty, and republican liberty, we gain a more complete picture of housing’s role in protecting individual freedom. Indeed, all three conceptions of freedom play a crucial but different role in understanding the importance of access to housing, especially in states that both regulate public property and have a private property regime embedded with a strong private power to exclude others.

In this article, the term “homelessness” and “lack of access to housing” (or similar phrases) are used interchangeably, and for the purposes of this article, a person who lacks access to housing is experiencing homelessness. This article therefore adopts the definition of homelessness set out by the Canadian Homelessness Research Network [CHRN]. According to the CHRN:

Homelessness describes the situation of an individual or family without stable, permanent, appropriate housing, or the immediate prospect, means and ability of acquiring it. It is the result of systemic or societal barriers, a lack of affordable and appropriate housing, the individual/household’s financial, mental, cognitive, behavioural or physical challenges, and/or racism and discrimination. Most people do not choose to be homeless, and the experience is generally negative, unpleasant, stressful and distressing.

It is also necessary to point out that there are different typologies of homelessness and to issue an important caveat. This article’s arguments apply with the greatest force in contexts where individuals are experiencing certain typologies of homelessness, most notably where individuals are unsheltered, staying
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in emergency shelters, or are provisionally accommodated in some private place that offers no prospect of permanency or security of tenure (e.g.: staying with friends or in some other temporary accommodation). Conversely, those same arguments will apply with less force in contexts where individuals have access to some form of housing, but that form of housing is inadequate.

As will be explained, when the state regulates public property and individuals lack access to housing, both the state and others unilaterally wield power over those individuals in ways that are antithetical to any meaningful conception of liberty and equality. In both Canada and the U.S., laws and ordinances that regulate public property prohibit individuals from engaging in certain acts, such as sleeping, urinating, defecating, and lying down on public property. Without access to housing, an individual’s ability to obey those laws will increasingly be delegated to others and placed outside of their control. Yet in a form of self-fulfilling prophecy, a person who lacks access to housing will often violate those laws, which in turn provides the state with legitimate reasons to regulate their most basic human acts in the first place. In such contexts, others can dominate that individual in a variety of ways, even if others do not concretely obstruct that individual’s actions. This article therefore provides new insight into how access to housing not only promotes positive and negative liberty, but also maximizes republican liberty by reducing domination.

This article is structured as follows. Section II explores access to housing through the lens of positive freedom. Section III discusses the role of access to housing in protecting negative liberty and outlines certain limitations to that approach. Section IV argues that by approaching access to housing and the regulation of public property from the standpoint of republicanism, we are afforded new insight into how housing safeguards liberty by preventing domination. Section V concludes this article, by demonstrating four practical implications of this article’s core argument and highlights the importance of access to housing in protecting positive, negative, and republican conceptions of freedom.

II. POSITIVE LIBERTY AND ACCESS TO HOUSING

A. Positive Liberty

There are different conceptions of positive freedom. This article adopts the influential account advanced by Berlin, which construes positive liberty as self-mastery. Positive freedom implies self-rule,
the attainment of one’s “higher,” “real,” or “rational” self, and the control of one’s impulses. In some ways, positive liberty is tied to complicated metaphysical questions about rational agency and individual capacity. It revolves around a person’s abilities to control themselves, improve their character and disposition, and self-actualize.

But it is also a mistake to think of the notion of positive liberty as something entirely internal to the agent and free of external constraints. There is a connection between positive freedom and the existence of options, choices, and infrastructure that allow individuals to self-actualize. Positive liberty therefore tends to be concerned with the allocation of resources and the government’s role in the distribution of those resources. For that reason, positive liberty is often tethered to larger political questions about the role and effectiveness of state institutions in optimizing human flourishing. While positive liberty gravitates around notions of ability, agency, and potential, it also recognizes that a person’s self-fulfillment will be limited if they do not have access to certain basic resources and infrastructure. This explains the connection between positive liberty and positive rights, meaning rights that give rise to the state’s affirmative duty to provide individuals with certain rudimentary entitlements. If human beings are to flourish and reach their potential, yet lack the means to do so, maximizing positive liberty requires the state to provide entitlements that achieve those aims.

B. Access to Housing and Self-Actualization

Some courts have drawn a connection between the right to housing and the promotion of positive liberty. The Constitution of South Africa expressly provides a right to adequate housing and a series of decisions have explored its underlying basis. In Grootboom, the Constitutional Court of South Africa explained that access to housing fosters human dignity, freedom, and equality. In the Court’s view in Grootboom, access to housing is necessary to promote the “evolution of a society in which men and women are equally able to achieve their full potential.” Similarly, in the Joe Slovo (I) decision, that same Court concluded that housing allows people to live free and independent lives, and confers opportunities that did not exist for many people during the Apartheid era. To be clear, this does not mean that the
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constitutional right to housing in South Africa is justified exclusively on the basis that it promotes positive liberty. South African courts have also explored the right to housing’s role in protecting negative liberty, especially in the context of forced evictions and reducing their negative consequences.  

Along the same vein, the Supreme Court of India has also highlighted the connection between positive liberty and access to housing in a series of decisions. India’s Constitution does not expressly guarantee a right to housing. Rather, it distinguishes between enforceable fundamental rights, such as the right to life, and Directive Principles of State Policy, which the state should aspire to fulfil but which are not judicially enforceable, such as the entitlement to a decent standard of living. Although the provision of a decent standard of living is constitutionally classified as a non-enforceable Directive Principle of State Policy, the Supreme Court of India has nonetheless ruled that a right to housing is encompassed within the judicially enforceable fundamental right to life. This has led to the de facto recognition of a constitutional right to housing.

Similar to the Constitutional Court of South Africa, the Supreme Court of India has drawn a connection between access to housing and the promotion of dignity and self-actualization. As the Supreme Court of India explained, housing promotes flourishing and “a bare minimum expression of the human self.” For instance, in the Chameli Singh decision, the Court observed:

In any organised society, right to live as a human being is not ensured by meeting only the animal needs of man. It is secured only when he is assured of all facilities to develop himself and is freed from restrictions which inhibit his growth. All human rights are designed to achieve this object. […] Shelter for a human being, therefore, is not a mere protection of his life and limb. It is home where he has opportunities to grow physically, mentally, intellectually and spiritually. […] The right to shelter, therefore, does not mean a mere right to a roof over one's head but right to all the infrastructure necessary to enable them to live and develop as a human being.

The Supreme Court of India has suggested that the right to life includes the right to livelihood and development of one’s personality, both of which are promoted through access to housing. And the High Court of Delhi has remarked that “adequate housing serves as the crucible for human well-being and development.”

The International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights also alludes to an important relationship between access to housing and positive freedom. For example, General Comment No. 4:
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The Right to Adequate Housing remarks that housing is the bedrock for enjoying all other economic, social, and cultural rights — the types of rights that are characteristically tied to increasing one’s self-fulfillment by benefiting from a minimal standard of living. This bedrock function also explains why the right to housing is often conceptualized as an economic or social right.

There is therefore a connection between a lack access to housing and the reduction of positive freedom. The physical structure of a home provides a degree of security, autonomy, privacy, and predictability in a person’s life, and those values are connected to self-actualization, personhood, and authenticity, all of which are intrinsic to positive freedom. Without access to housing, individuals lose a crucial instrument for protecting those values and, ultimately, lack a vital means to self-actualize.

III. NEGATIVE LIBERTY AND ACCESS TO HOUSING

A. Negative Liberty

Whereas positive liberty is framed in terms of the freedom to be and the freedom act in ways that are consistent with human flourishing and self-government, negative liberty is concerned with freedom from obstructions or impediments by others. The notion of negative liberty, therefore, takes freedom as one’s sphere of unobstructed choice — a person is free to the extent that nobody concretely interferes with their actions.

In Anglo-American law, civil and political rights tend to be negative in nature, meaning that individuals’ rights are protected against interferences by the state. In many respects, this tendency stems from historical concerns about limiting government’s power over the individual and countering the prospect of tyranny. Certain negative freedom theorists are also preoccupied with state attempts to maximize positive liberty, because positive liberty can be associated with authoritarian and totalitarian rule. According to Berlin, positive liberty — or whatever the state dictates it to be — is pursued over individual conceptions and pursuits of freedom deemed contrary to that goal. And history shows that in the face of totalitarian governments, the individual’s conception of freedom yields to that of the state, ultimately resulting in harsh repression.
Outside of overarching political theory considerations, there are significant differences between negative and positive liberty as the metrics for evaluating the extent of one’s freedom. Negative rights and negative liberty tend to be more determinate and less abstract than positive rights and positive liberty. Conceptually, it can be easier to ascribe certain interferences with one’s negative freedom to another’s conduct, compared to ascribing certain failures to actualize positive freedom to another’s conduct. Restrictions of negative freedom also tend to be more clearly causally attributable to others’ actions compared to omissions to fulfil a positive right and maximize positive liberty.\(^{60}\)

**B. Access to Housing and Protection Against Interference**

Access to housing is often associated with the negative conception of liberty for a variety of reasons. Housing affords individuals with some of the strongest legal protections against unwanted intrusions by the state and by other private individuals.\(^{61}\) The police require warrants to enter and search dwelling houses save for in exigent circumstances.\(^{62}\) In Canada, the wider areas surrounding one’s home, such as one’s yard and shed, are protected against perimeter searches by the police, unless the police obtain the owner’s permission or judicial authorization.\(^{63}\) The home’s physical structure also protects one’s belongings and stands as a barrier against plain-view searches. And in the realm of property law, having access to housing endows individuals with the private power to exclude others – a power that is backed by police enforcement of that right.\(^{64}\) Without access to housing, people lose many of those legal protections.

In the international context, the right to housing is also framed in terms of its capacity to safeguard negative liberty, including by providing security of tenure, protecting against eviction, and ensuring just compensation for takings.\(^{65}\) Some scholars therefore point out that, despite the absence of a formal constitutional right to housing in Canada and the United States, a range of narrow statutory measures aim to secure one’s negative liberty by maximizing access to housing.\(^{66}\) Those measures include substantive and procedural safeguards against eviction, a right to be free from discrimination in the allocation of housing, and building codes, amongst others.\(^{67}\) Some scholars also point to legal rules and policies that aim to promote negative freedom by deterring displacement as a result of gentrification, including through zoning laws and Environmental Impact Statements.\(^{68}\) And lastly, some allude to statutory schemes that prevent the types of predatory lending practices that lead to home foreclosures.\(^{69}\)
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Negative freedom theory also aptly captures how laws that regulate public property limit the freedom of people without access to housing in ways that positive liberty theory does not. Public property connotes open-access spaces that are managed by the state, where individuals lack a private power to exclude others.70 Waldron’s influential essay “Homelessness and the Issue of Freedom” famously illustrated why homeless people lack negative freedom.71 In his view, homeless people’s negative unfreedom stems from the cumulative effect of property law rules and ordinances governing the use of public property.72

As he describes, laws that regulate public property prohibit public displays of basic human acts that everyone must engage in, including sleeping, urinating, and sitting on public property.73 Yet if the state prohibits public displays of those basic human acts, and homeless people do not have a private place to perform those acts because they lack access to housing, homeless people lose the negative freedom to engage in the most rudimentary human conduct.74 Notably, laws that govern public property undermine homeless people’s negative freedom to alleviate their needs in public. And if homeless people wish to do those acts in private, homeless people require permission from others to use their private property and perform those acts.75 Therefore, there are few places where homeless people are negatively free to perform their basic human acts.76

Waldron’s account captures how housing protects negative freedom in ways that positive liberty theorists might ignore. Surely, a person lacks positive freedom if they do not have access to housing, must sleep in public, and must unwillingly expose themselves to others.77 As Waldron’s argument makes clear, that indignity is made even worse when a homeless person is then ticketed, arrested, or punished by the state for having nowhere else to alleviate their needs but on public property.78 This constitutes a form of state-sanctioned insult to injury that the person would otherwise not have experienced. As Waldron sums up, “though we say there is nothing particularly dignified about sleeping or urinating, there is certainly something deeply and inherently undignified about being prevented from doing so.”79

C. Access to Housing and Negative Liberty: Some Limitations

By building on Waldron’s crucial account and highlighting certain considerations that fall outside the scope of his argument, it is possible to develop a more well-rounded understanding of the importance of access to housing when the state regulates public property. First, when individuals lack access to housing, they can still be unfree even if they do not experience concrete interference by others.80 Conceptualizing freedom as non-interference ignores how a person may restrict their own liberty to prevent interference,
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80 Pettit, Republicanism, supra note 14 at 63-64.
by ensuring that others do not frustrate that person’s plans or actions.\textsuperscript{81} In later reflections about his previous work, Berlin conceded that the concept of negative freedom generated that dilemma.\textsuperscript{82} As Pettit puts it, freedom as non-interference suggests that people can secure their freedom by changing their preferences, living inauthentically, and tailoring their plans to others’ wishes as a coping mechanism to avoid interference.\textsuperscript{83}

For instance, suppose that to benefit from the same degree of freedom as people with access to housing, a person experiencing homelessness adopts strategies to alleviate their basic needs without interference by others. Perhaps they move to a secluded part of the city where their likelihood of experiencing police coercion significantly decreases.\textsuperscript{84} Additionally, in relative isolation, they can perform their most basic human acts without having to seek others’ permission to use their private property.\textsuperscript{85} In those circumstances, those experiencing homelessness may benefit from a similar degree of non-interference as people with access to housing when alleviating their basic needs. But it is disingenuous to assert that the individuals without access to housing therefore benefit from a similar degree of liberty. Notably, achieving non-interference comes at the price of the individual excluding themselves from the community, abandoning their true desires, and making trade-offs that nobody should have to make in order to claim that they are free.\textsuperscript{86}

Second, the negative conception of liberty can ignore the wider problem of dependency, as well as the connection between unstable access to housing and a lack of independence in a person’s life.\textsuperscript{87} To illustrate this problem, it is important to think about the predicament faced by the precariously housed, provisionally accommodated, and hidden homeless population.\textsuperscript{88} This includes individuals who are, for all intents and purposes, experiencing homelessness but for the graciousness of a friend, acquaintance, or family member who allows them to stay on their private property.\textsuperscript{89}

Essert has recently argued that the fundamental purpose of private property is that it prevents the dependency on others that results from a lack of access to housing.\textsuperscript{90} Although the terms “dependence” or “dependency” have different meanings that have evolved over time, their common root is that they are each intimately linked to a notion of subordination.\textsuperscript{91} As Essert points out, access to housing provides individuals with free and unrestricted access to a private place where they can stay without doing so at
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someone else’s pleasure and without being subordinated to others’ private power of exclusion. The crucial point, is that access to housing also endows people with the freedom to perform an infinite array of actions within their homes without having to be granted permission by others. Thus, housing protects individuals against the vulnerability of constantly being excluded by others and being unfree to perform many actions.

Those who are precariously housed with friends, acquaintances, or family, and those staying at a homeless shelter, all experience that vulnerability. Any mindful guest who has inched towards overstaying their welcome is aware of that feeling. The guest may internalize the fact that they can be excluded by their host and respond in various ways. They may be deferential to get on their host’s good side. Or, the guest may tolerate whatever verbal abuse the host directs towards them, as long as it keeps a roof over the guest’s head. The guest may mould their own behaviour around trying to guess their host’s expectations and ingratiate themselves as a means of receiving better treatment or prolonging their stay. The relationship of subordination can therefore discredit any claim that the precariously housed homeless person is meaningfully free. The dynamics of the relationship described above, suggest that the guest’s presence and liberty to act are the product of their host’s tolerance, as opposed to the guest’s own freedom. Indeed, to experience homelessness is to be a guest in a world of hosts, where one’s freedom depends on others’ benevolence and good will. The problem with thinking about access to housing by appealing to negative freedom theory, is that it can ignore the problem of subordination, as long as that subordination does not result in concrete interference.

IV. REPUBLICAN LIBERTY AND ACCESS TO HOUSING

A. Republican Liberty

There is a third conception of liberty that provides new insight into the relationship between access to housing and freedom, which is especially relevant in contexts where the state regulates public property. Republicanism, or the republican conception of freedom, dates back to the era of the Roman Republic and differs from both positive and negative theories of liberty in important respects. While negative freedom theory conceptualizes liberty as non-interference, republicanism construes liberty as non-domination. Non-domination implies that others lack the unilateral power or capacity to interfere with an individual’s life and actions. Thus, non-domination implies a form of secured negative liberty.
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In the republican tradition, domination is often elucidated by reference to the subordinating relationship between master and slave, in which the former unilaterally wields power over the latter. As Pettit argues, domination can arise in a variety of contexts and relationships, such as the abusive spouse who unilaterally wields power over their partner and the employer who possesses the capacity to fire their employees at will. To republicans, the mere fact that one individual possesses the capacity to unilaterally interfere with another is morally problematic, irrespective of whether actual interference occurs. Republicans refer to that state of affairs as “domination without interference.”

The concept of domination without interference addresses certain limitations to negative liberty theory. First, domination without interference recognizes that individuals who limit their own freedom to avoid interference are not truly free, because they are still unilaterally subject to others’ will and are subject to domination. Second, because negative freedom is concerned with actual interferences with a person’s actions, it offers a binary conception of whether that person is at liberty to go somewhere or do something. Republicanism offers a more nuanced account of liberty. It recognizes that the threat of interference can vary according to different factors, such as intensity, frequency, and consistency. Moreover, domination can occur in some places but not others. Thus, republicanism construes both liberty and domination across a spectrum, without categorizing their respective existence as either absent or present. And finally, bridging a gap with positive liberty, the republican theory of freedom acknowledges that domination undermines opportunities to self-actualize, if individuals must act knowing that their courses of action are susceptible to being frustrated by others.

B. The Regulation of Public Property and Domination

Against that backdrop, it is possible to consider a deeper relationship between access to housing and republican freedom. Some scholars observe that a crucial aspect of lacking access to housing is that individuals become increasingly vulnerable to others’ power and are subject to domination. In such circumstances, others can exclude those individuals at will, and in doing so, obstruct those individuals from engaging in a range of actions on others’ property. Baron and Essert’s accounts focus primarily on the private property regime, and how the exclusion of certain individuals from that regime perpetuates asymmetrical power dynamics in society. Their accounts, however, are not generally concerned with how the regulation of public property subjects those without access to housing to domination, a problem that is discussed next.

To illustrate why laws that regulate public property can result in domination, it is first necessary to understand the more general justifications for the state regulating public property – justifications that have
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been accepted by Canadian and U.S. courts in the context of constitutional litigation. Laws that regulate spaces such as public parks, beaches, streets, and sidewalks are enacted on the basis of different justifications. Those justifications include promoting public welfare, security, sanitation, aesthetics, and public efficiency, as well as for economic rationales and to solve coordination problems. Those objectives traditionally fall within a state’s police power, meaning its authority to enact laws for the public welfare or common good.

Courts have ruled that the state’s police power justifies the regulation of sidewalks and streets to promote efficiency. Courts have held that the state’s police power justifies banning camping in parks as a means to promote their aesthetic value, public attractiveness, and communal use. And to protect public health, the police power justifies proscribing public urination and defecation. Indeed, because so many different people with shared and conflicting interests must co-exist on public property, the police power is used to settle those disagreements through laws that dictate the appropriate norms of public conduct and use of public space.

But there is a more general reason why courts have found that the state is justified in enacting those laws by virtue of their police power. Because public property functions as an open-access space that derives its value from its publicness, and because public property occupies a collective function by being shared by the entire community, the state is justified in enacting laws that protect public property’s unique social role. Public property also fulfills important democratic, communal, and social functions within society. As Rose explains, public property’s open-access nature enhances sociability and cohesion. Those spaces allow people from all walks of life to spontaneously gather together, protest, play, relax, and pursue individual and shared projects – individuals learn to live together despite their differences. As she points out, the more people that participate in those activities, the greater the benefit of public property for everyone.

But because public property is an open-access space, it is also subject to a “tragedy of the commons,” where each individual’s attempt to maximize their use of public property undermines its collective value for others. Hardin observed that a system of mutual coercion is necessary to avoid a tragedy of the
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commons – a position that has since been challenged by many scholars.\textsuperscript{126} Laws that govern public property and the institution of private property both function as systems of mutual coercion to achieve that end.\textsuperscript{127}

By understanding both laws that regulate public property and private property as systems of mutual coercion that reduce the likelihood of a tragedy of the commons, it is possible to grasp how lacking access to housing results in domination and undermines individual freedom. Notably, people with access to housing are meaningfully protected against the state regulating and policing their most basic human acts, whereas people without access to housing are not.\textsuperscript{128} Homeless people therefore experience a distinct form of domination.\textsuperscript{129} And as will be explained next, that domination exists because the state can more justifiably regulate basic human acts on public property than on private property.\textsuperscript{130}

Recall that to optimize public property’s democratic value, promote its communal use, maintain its attractiveness, and to reduce the likelihood of a tragedy of the commons, the state can ban acts such as sleeping, camping, nudity, sexual intercourse, urination, and defecation on public property.\textsuperscript{131} But homes are not open-access spaces. They do not fulfill some type of communal and democratic function. And they are not prone to a tragedy of the commons because they are not open-access spaces. Those realities account for why the state often has greater justifications for regulating basic human acts that occur on public property to promote its shared use for the entire community, instead of regulating those same acts within the privacy of one’s home. Because the home is not an open-access space, the reasons for regulating certain acts on public property could not justify regulating those same acts on private property.\textsuperscript{132} To illustrate that point, consider how many cities regulate sleeping or camping on public property, and how few (if any) cities intrusively regulate and police how people do those same acts in the privacy of their homes.

Another reason why the state is often less justified in policing how people alleviate their needs within the privacy of their homes derives from the strong legal protections and expectation of privacy that a home confers.\textsuperscript{133} A law giving the state license to police how people sleep or urinate within their homes would be so intrusive to privacy that it would likely be declared unconstitutional in any liberal and democratic society.\textsuperscript{134} For one, it would be difficult for the state to justify that the state’s objectives outweigh the intrusive impact on individuals’ dignity and privacy.\textsuperscript{135} Moreover, it is hard to imagine that the state would
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be unable to achieve its goals in a manner that is less demeaning of individual privacy and dignity. Admittedly, there are some exceptions to the principle that the state is more justified in regulating certain need-alleviating acts on public property compared to on private property, such as the state’s power to declare an unsanitary home unfit for habitation. The state, however, still generally has a broader power to police how people perform their most basic acts on public property.

The republican theory of freedom illustrates why, as systems of mutual coercion, the private property regime and the regulation of public property together produce significant injustices for homeless people. By being excluded from the private property regime, people without access to housing tend to only exist as guests on others’ private property. And for homeless people who live on public property because they have nowhere else to go, they lack the quintessential means to shield themselves from the state policing their most basic acts. Where the state regulates public property, to experience homelessness is to be subject to domination by the state and by other individuals.

C. Republicanism and Access to Housing: Concrete Implications

Those considerations explain why the state possesses a far greater power to regulate and police how a person sleeps, urinates, defecates, sits, or lies down when they lack access to housing. Indeed, when a person does not have access to housing and the state regulates public property, four major consequences result, which republicanism helps reveal. First, a person’s opportunities to obey laws that govern public property are increasingly delegated to others. Access to housing therefore protects against a certain form of domination: becoming dependent on others to obey laws that regulate public property and avoid coercion by the police. An array of routine interactions exemplifies that domination. When a homeless person asks a coffee shop employee to use the shop’s bathroom in order to obey a rule banning public urination, there is domination because that permission is unilaterally subject to the employee’s will. And domination is often present when a homeless person, in an attempt to comply with an ordinance that prohibits camping in public, submits to a homeless shelter’s restrictive rules, conditions, and policies in order to stay there overnight.

Second, without access to housing, the justifications for laws that govern public property operate much like a self-fulfilling prophecy resulting in domination. If there are few private places where homeless people can freely alleviate their needs, homeless people will generally engage in the very acts that justify the regulation of public property in the first place. For example, without a private place to alleviate their needs, homeless people will inevitably urinate, defecate, or sleep on public property. This, in turn, can generate public sanitation concerns, result in coordination problems, discourage the use of certain public spaces, and undermine the efficiency of public rights of way. When a person lacks access to housing, their most basic acts will increasingly invite a risk of interference to which they would otherwise not be exposed — the state has greater power over their life, their body, and their basic actions.
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Third, without access to housing, individuals must often limit their own liberty to avoid interference. Individuals experiencing homelessness are frequently placed in situations where they must trade off their most basic interests to secure their freedom from certain types of obstructions. Consider the price that homeless people must pay to comply with laws that govern public property. Often, to escape fines and arrests for violating those laws, homeless people must risk their physical safety, health, or property in homeless shelters.

Lastly, individuals without access to housing also lack a sense of predictability and certainty in their lives, because others have the capacity to interfere with their actions and plans. They lose the peace of mind that comes from feeling and knowing that one is free. People experiencing homelessness do not know when they will be asked to leave another’s private property or be obstructed from freely performing some action. They are unsure whether they will be allowed to use someone’s property to obey some law governing public property. When going to sleep in a subway station or on a park bench, they close their eyes with the knowledge that the police may wake them and order them to move elsewhere. To lack access to housing is to live with a heightened sense of vigilance and a subjective awareness that one can be interfered with at any moment by others. Indeed, without access to housing, an individual lacks a crucial means to live independently and on their own terms; they lack one of the most significant tools for protecting themselves against domination.

V. CONCLUSION

This article argued that our prevailing understanding of the relationship between access to housing and liberty is limited, because scholars and courts tend to examine the importance of access to housing uniquely through the lenses of negative and positive liberty. Analyzing the importance of access to housing through the combined lenses of positive, negative, and republican liberty, however, provides a more well-rounded understanding of how housing protects individual freedom.

This article argued that by also exploring the importance of access to housing from the perspective of republicanism, we gain the following insights into how housing protects individual liberty. For one, when the state regulates public property, individuals with access to housing are afforded important protection against the state policing their most basic human acts. Second, when an individual has access to housing, that individual’s opportunities to freely obey laws that govern public property are placed within their own control, as opposed to being delegated to others. Third, although the state can justifiably implement systems of mutual coercion to prevent a tragedy of the commons on public property, republicanism illustrates why certain systems of mutual coercion undermine the liberty of people without access to housing and produce injustices. Notably, laws that manage public property can operate like a self-fulfilling prophecy against those without access to housing. Since people without access to housing are at the greatest risk of alleviating their needs on public property, such conduct in turn justifies the state’s management of public property through coercion.
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By unifying the respective insights of the three conceptions of liberty, this article demonstrates the ever-pressing need for the state to ensure that people have access to adequate housing. Notably, access to housing fosters positive liberty, by promoting self-actualization, privacy, dignity, security, and autonomy. It secures negative liberty by protecting individuals against concrete interferences by the state and by others.\(^1\) And finally, housing safeguards republican liberty by reducing domination. Housing provides an important check on the state’s power to police a person’s most basic human acts and others’ power to control an individual’s opportunity to obey laws that regulate public property.\(^2\) Ultimately, access to housing constitutes a crucial gateway to liberty – positive, negative, and republican.

\(^{1}\) Waldron, “Homelessness and the Issue of Freedom”, supra note 71; Barros, supra note 1 at 259-60.

\(^{2}\) Skolnik, “Regulated Differently”, supra note 21 at 319-20.